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the music for this movie was scored by dhina. the audio is released by sony music. the movie was released in the tamil language with the title naan 2012 and the film's soundtrack was released on 7 june 2012 under the label "sony music". the movie is a remake of the 2012 hollywood film percy jackson and the olympians: the lightning thief.
the film was released in may 2012 in india. it was also dubbed into telugu language and released under the title naan 2012. naan 2012 is a 2012 indian tamil language comedy film directed by r. b. singh and produced by annmaru. the film stars vijay, vijayakanth, meera jasmine, and dileep in the lead roles, with r. k. selvamani, radha ravi,
and v. m. vinu as supporting actors. the film was released on 12 june 2012. the film revolves around the lives of a group of college students who fall under the influence of a mysterious entity called naan 2012. the film is a remake of the 2012 hollywood film percy jackson and the olympians: the lightning thief. without any doubt, naan 2012
is a new trend in the movie industry. many tamil movies are being made in a very similar manner. one after another, just like that. the producer just collects the money and that is it. they are really great tamil movies that give a great impact on people with their quality, but the sad part is that they lack commercial value. naan 2012 is the
only movie which is a completely different tale. this movie is a step-by-step tamil movie which was created by the director praveen. this movie is like a chess game where the director has decided to put all the resources in the movie. the actors, the director, the script writer, the cinematographer, the music composer, the art director, and

many more have done their best to give the movie a grand premiere. 5ec8ef588b
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